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ABSTRACT
Next generation systems for public transportation based on
e-ticketing offer numerous advantages both for end users and
providers of transportation service. At the same time, indi-
viduals using such systems tend to leave ubiquitous digital
traces which raises serious concerns over privacy. This pa-
per focuses on this issue and presents a framework for con-
structing privacy-preserving e-ticketing systems for public
transportation. What differentiates our solution from other
research contributions and real-world systems is that while
being inherently privacy-preserving it (1) provides support
for fine-granular billing (for registered customers) and (2) is
based on loosely-coupled architecture (allows for local e-
ticket validation). Our concept is additionally backed up
by a practical evaluation of the most time-critical part of
the system – handling of check-in/check-out events in the
front-end.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Domain-specific security and privacy architectures, Secure
online transactions, Distributed systems security.

General Terms
Systems design
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1. INTRODUCTION
As ubiquitous computing has already transformed itself

from a vision to reality, various parts of our daily lives are
being rapidly affected by it. The area of public transporta-
tion with the new generation of intelligent transportation
systems based on e-ticketing (ITSE) is one of the tangible ex-
amples of this process. In such systems, conventional paper
tickets are replaced by their electronic counterparts which
are referred to as e-tickets within this paper. In many large
cities such as London, Singapore or São Paulo, ITSE have
already been in operation for quite a while. However, the
latest advances in mobile technology allowing to integrate
RFID front-end (in form of NFC) into widely spread smart
phones have opened new opportunities for ITSE at the same
making such e-ticketing systems even more ubiquitous.

Along with the numerous benefits of future public trans-
portation systems, serious privacy concerns arise. The uti-
lization of e-tickets integrated into a customer’s smart phone
with NFC support or into a smart card is going to dramati-
cally multiply the digital traces left by people using the sys-
tem. This paves the way to various misuse scenarios if no
mechanisms for privacy protection are explicitly considered.
Till now, this issue has not been sufficiently addressed by
the industry (see the related work discussion in Section 3).
The academic solutions developed so far are either based on
additional assumptions or are far too inefficient to be inte-
grated into a real-life system.

The contribution of this paper, therefore, is a specifically
designed privacy-preserving framework which explicitly ad-
dresses the issues of privacy protection in ubiquitous public
transportation systems. On the one hand, it allows for im-
plementation of flexible pricing schemes and fine-granular
billing. A transport authority, therefore, would be able to
fully leverage the potential of e-ticketing systems. At the
same time, our solution addresses the issue of privacy protec-
tion from the outset through specific system design. More-
over, in contrast to several other solutions, the presented
framework is based on a loosely-coupled architecture, that is
terminals do not have to maintain permanent connection to
the back-end in order to serve check-in/check-out requests.
The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the requirements
for a target system are presented in Section 2. The discus-
sion of the related work is performed in Section 3. An at-
tacker model adopted for the target system is discussed in
Section 4. Our privacy-preserving framework is presented in
Section 5 and evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper.



2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Before analyzing the existing work and presenting our

solution, the most important requirements for a target e-
ticketing system (predominantly from a privacy view) are
concisely outlined and discussed. Since the current paper fo-
cuses on privacy protection, the detailed discussion of func-
tional and interdisciplinary requirements is left out of scope.
Four major classes of requirements can be distinguished in
our case: (1) Privacy, (2) Billing support, (3) Loose cou-
pling, and (4) Efficiency.

(1) Privacy. The first requirement can be further classi-
fied into:

(a) Privacy against terminals. Terminals must not be able
to identify and track valid e-tickets.

(b) Privacy against the back-end. The back-end is allowed
to correlate travel records related to a single e-ticket
while being prohibited from identifying valid e-tickets.

(c) Privacy against external observers. An external ob-
server must be prevented from deriving any identi-
fying information from interactions between e-tickets
and terminals.

(2) Billing support. The support for fine-granular billing
is highly essential in the dynamically evolving public trans-
portation market, since it allows the companies to win more
customers by creating attractive pricing schemes. Moreover,
the users do not necessarily have to familiarize themselves
with complex tariff schemes (e.g., depending on the num-
ber of zones to be crossed and/or time of day). The sys-
tem can automatically calculate the best price (for instance,
based on check-in/out data) and issue the bill accordingly.
In [6], for instance, it was stated that a considerable num-
ber of customers choose personalized cards since they pro-
vide more services. Currently, several systems for public
transportation have already reacted to this trend offering a
regular billing approach [10, 26]. Certain privacy-preserving
solutions with regular billing support consider specific tar-
iff schemes tailored to the mechanisms for privacy protec-
tion employed in the system, see [13], for example. It is,
however, important to separate the issues of system archi-
tecture (specifically privacy protection) from the develop-
ment of tariff schemes. This enables flexibility of the latter
(which is likely to be a subject to constant changes) as well
as provides for the necessary updates of privacy-preserving
mechanisms if required (e.g., relevant system patches).

(3) Loose coupling. In the real-world scenario, the check-
in/check-out terminals do not always maintain a constant
real-time connection to the back-end. Our discussions with
the representatives of public transportation companies of
Metrô São Paulo, Brazil and Dresdner Verskehrsbetriebe,
Germany, have shown that tightly-coupled systems are highly
impracticable and are not likely to gain acceptance in the
real-world. Therefore, privacy-preserving solutions being
developed for ITSE must be compatible with such kind of
loosely-coupled architecture.

(4) Efficiency. Check-in/check-out events handling is the
most time-critical in the system and directly affects the cus-
tomer experience. In practice, the maximum tolerated value
ranges from 0.2 sec (London Oyster Card) to 2 sec (Singa-
pore EZ-Link) [18].

3. RELATED WORK

3.1 Real-World Systems
In case of a real-world ITSE, the technical part of the

system is primarily focused on the issues of (1) direct func-
tionality, (2) system security, and last but not least (3) re-
source effectiveness (having direct cost implications). Pri-
vacy protection as a whole is usually considered in the second
place, if at all. Moreover, in order to provide for efficiency
of security-relevant transactions (especially in the system
front-end), customer privacy is often traded off. For exam-
ple, during the authentication session between an e-ticket
and a terminal, the former has to send its unique identifier
in order to enable terminal-side key derivation [25]. The
whole transaction is then usually stored at the terminal (of-
ten in plain text) and (subsequently) sent to the back-end
for validation, control and maintenance purposes. Should it
be possible to associate this identifier with the customer us-
ing an e-ticket, he or she immediately becomes ubiquitously
traceable within the system (both in the back-end and in
the front-end) and possibly even by adversarial parties ex-
ogenous to the current ITSE. Similarly, in the specification
of eTicket Germany (known as Core Application) [27], each
e-ticket can be uniquely identified within the system. During
the conventional certificate-based authentication between a
terminal and an e-ticket (during check-in/out), the latter
has to provide its unique certificate by this making itself
ubiquitously traceable not only by the back-end but also by
each terminal.

From the legal prospective, a new EU framework was
adopted in 2010 which is specifically targeted at intelligent
transportation systems [8]. Although the importance of pri-
vacy preservation is explicitly underlined in it, no concrete
recommendations beyond certain generic measures (e.g., data
anonymization) were given.

3.2 Academic Solutions
The academic contributions directly considering privacy

protection in the area of public transportation can be roughly
divided into two categories: (1) tightly-coupled: the back-
end is ”always online” and can serve the requests originat-
ing from the front-end in real time; and (2) loosely-coupled:
terminals can validate e-tickets without consulting the back-
end in a real-time manner.

3.2.1 Tightly-coupled Systems
In [12], a privacy-preserving framework based on e-cash,

anonymous credentials and proxy re-encryption was pre-
sented. Its privacy properties essentially inherit from the
e-cash concept. Therefore, an honest customer adhering
to the protocol remains completely untraceable. On the
other hand, the proposed framework provides only a lim-
ited support for flexible pricing schemes which is one of
the essential advantages of ITSE. Moreover, the efficiency
of zero-knowledge proofs performed by an e-ticket during
each check-in/out was not assessed. Furthermore, in case of
a stored-value ticket, the price for a ride is calculated on the
fly by the back-end which is likely to introduce additional de-
lay during check-out. The authors of [21] presented a token-
based solution based on partially homomorphic encryption
due to Paillier [20]. This approach, however, solely consid-
ers one-time tickets which have the same price regardless of
the distance travelled, city zone or time of day. Moreover,



in [21] collision handling with respect to token generation
was not addressed (in the real system, there would be tens
of millions of tokens in operation during a single day).

3.2.2 Loosely-coupled Systems
The authors of [2] presented a refund oriented solution

based on e-cash considering a single-trip tickets. In contrast
to [12], terminals can validate e-tickets without consulting
the back-end in real time. In order to perform a single trip,
an e-cash-based token (corresponding to the maxim price of
a single ride) must be spent in advance on check-in. The
actual price together with the respective refund is deter-
mined by the terminal during check-out. The refund can
be reimbursed later by a special refund machine connected
to the back-end. This may introduce an additional bur-
den for customers willing to use the system. Moreover, the
supported pricing schemes are fairly simple, since the ac-
tual price must be determined by a check-out terminal in
a timely fashion. In [22], the so-called trusted anonymizers
were introduced which can be used in an add-on fashion by
a customer and are decoupled from the direct functional-
ity of a system. That is, the e-ticket can still be validated
in a non-privacy-preserving way if the respective customer’s
anonymizer is for some reason unavailable. The solution is
based on secure key storage with physically unclonable func-
tions (PUFs), symmetric key based authentication, and re-
randomizable encryption. Similarly to [2], it allows for local
validation by terminals but does not allow for fine-granular
billing.

Unfortunately, none of the reviewed solutions simultane-
ously satisfies both requirements, privacy and billing sup-
port (see Section 2). Moreover, as already mentioned in Sec-
tion 2, the solutions falling into the first category (tightly-
coupled systems) have little pertinence to real-world sce-
nario. Therefore, the framework proposed in this paper
is based on the decoupled architecture with terminals be-
ing able to locally validate e-tickets. The support for fine-
granular billing is provided as well. Before presenting our
solution, an adopted attacker model is discussed in the next
section.

4. ATTACKER MODEL
The adopted attacker model can be presented as follows:

1. (Outsider) An observing attacker (outsider) must be
prevented from deriving any identifiable information
from interaction between terminals and e-tickets.

2. (Insider) Terminals must not be able to identify and
track valid e-tickets.

3. (Insider) Back-end must be prevented from learning
the identifiers of e-tickets.

The division into outsider/insider is made with respect to
the attacker’s involvement into system information flow. That
is, the attacker of type 1 is an entity exogenous to the sys-
tem. It is assumed that an observing attacker is polynomial-
time bounded and not able to physically tamper with the
device carrying an e-ticket. Terminals (attacker type 2) are
widely distributed within the transport network and are,
therefore, situated for the most part in an unsecured area
and in certain cases may be subject to compromisation.
Moreover, the wireless interface used for ticket validation
can be misused by third parties representing an additional
attack vector (e.g., a buffer overflow attack mounted via

NFC). This is further backed up by the claim made in [24]
that transport authorities are willing to store as minimum
critical data at the terminal side as it is possible. There-
fore, in this attacker model, terminals are prohibited from
identifying and tracking e-tickets as well as distinguishing
between them. Privacy protection against the back-end is
represented by the attacker of type 3. In order to issue
a bill for personalized e-tickets, the back-end is allowed to
correlate different rides to a customer pseudonym but is at
the same time prohibited from learning the underlying user
identity.

5. OUR SOLUTION

5.1 Basic Intuition Behind the Approach
In general, each e-ticketing system for public transporta-

tion can be divided into two distinct parts: the front-end
and the back-end. The former consists of e-tickets which
are interacting with terminals through a user device (an
NFC-enabled smart phone or a contactless smart card). The
back-end is (usually asynchronously) connected to terminals
and incorporates powerful interconnected computing centers
which maintain system functionality. In this paper, a fur-
ther external component is introduced to enhance privacy
– a trusted third party (TTP), see Figure 1. It acts as a
trusted mediator between a transport authority (which con-
trols the system) and its end users. The main idea behind
this concept is the following. In order to issue a bill, the
back-end does not necessarily have to possess identifying in-
formation about a particular user of an e-ticket. It merely
needs to be able to correlate different rides performed by a
customer to a certain pseudonym which has been negotiated
with a TTP in advance and based on this information to ap-
ply the deployed pricing schemes with the subsequent billing
procedure. The resultant bill together with the correspond-
ing pseudonym is periodically sent to TTP. The latter has no
knowledge of travel history of a customer but is solely aware
of the overall bill and the user behind the pseudonym. Indi-
vidual payments are then forwarded to the transport author-
ity (TA) by TTP in an aggregated form. Thus, TA trusts
TTP that users are correctly billed (together with payment
enforcement) while customers rely on TTP to protect their
privacy and forward payments to TA. In order to enhance
user experience, the rides history can be additionally stored
at the user device (e.g. a smart phone) so that it can be
locally viewed by a customer later.

Transport	Authority

-	Operates	on	pseudonyms

-	Can	correlate	travel	records	for	billing

-	Cannot	identify	users
	

External	TTP

	-	Does	not	know	user	travel	patterns

-	Can	identify	users

-	Performs	end	user	billing

	

(Bill,	Pseudonym) (Bill,	ID)

Aggregated	Payment

Figure 1: Solution overview.

In system front-end, terminals do not necessarily have to
possess uniquely identifiable information about an e-ticket
(e.g., an e-ticket ID) beyond the mere fact of its validity.
Therefore, in the proposed framework, terminals perform
validation without requiring such kind of information from
the e-ticket side (unlike it is done in the majority of the
real-world systems, see Section 3). Rather, on each check-
in/out, an e-ticket solely proves that it belongs to a certain
group (e.g., monthly or yearly tickets) and possesses cor-
responding credentials which are not expired. In order to



prevent revoked users from entering the system, a terminal
additionally checks the received message from an e-ticket
(constructed in a specific way) against a regularly updated
blacklist. In what follows (Section 5.2), the main building
blocks of our solution are outlined. This is followed by the
description of a general information flow in the system in
Section 5.3. Having outlined the system as whole, each com-
ponent is described in more detail in Sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6.

5.2 Solution Building Blocks
Our privacy-preserving framework for e-ticketing systems

essentially consists of three main building blocks depicted in
Figure 2).

Mutual	Authentication

(front-end)
	-	non-identifiability

	-	untraceability

Local	Revocation

(front-end)
	-	non-identifiability

	-	untraceability

Privacy-preserving

eTicketing	System

Path	Reconstruction

(back-end)
	-	non-identifiability

	-	traceability	(singulation)

must	enable

must	enable

must	enable

Figure 2: Solution building blocks.

In Figure 2, privacy properties such as non-identifiability
and untraceability refer to an e-ticket (either against a ter-
minal in the front-end or against the back-end system). All
of the three aforementioned building blocks must be imple-
mented in a privacy-preserving way corresponding to the
attacker model defined in Section 4 and being conform to
the requirements discussed in Section 2. That is, on each
check-in/out the mutual authentication should not leak any
auxiliary information about the e-ticket which can be mis-
used by terminals or exogenous entities for its (a) identifi-
cation (the worst case), (b) tracking, or (c) linking different
communication sessions with the terminal(s) together. At
the same time, invalid e-tickets (i.e. the ones which have
been blacklisted) must be prohibited from being granted the
public transportation service. Therefore, terminals must be
able to check if the e-ticket communicating with it has been
blacklisted or not. An important condition here is similar
to the one for mutual authentication above: valid e-tickets
must remain anonymous (to the terminal) and untraceable.
Lastly, in order to issue a bill, different rides must be corre-
lated to each other in such a way that the underlying iden-
tity of each user remains unknown to the transport authority
(referred to as path reconstruction in Figure 2).

As indicated in Figure 2, there are important interdepen-
dencies between the building blocks. Privacy-preserving au-
thentication must enable local revocation at the terminal
side as well as path reconstruction in the back-end. Sim-
ilarly, local revocation (with the described privacy proper-
ties) must not prevent path reconstruction. The aforemen-
tioned interdependencies introduce a serious challenge for
system design, since such properties as non-identifiability
and untraceability on the one hand and user revocation to-
gether with path reconstruction on the other hand are inher-
ently contradicting. In what follows, our solution addressing
all of these aspects is presented in more detail.

5.3 Basic Information Flow

Initialization
Before being able to actively use the transportation system,
each customer has to engage into an initialization phase

with TTP. This can be carried out via a special issuing ma-
chine, at the office of transport authority, or via the internet.
On registering the customer, TTP creates the respective
pseudonym PT

i and forwards it to TA. The latter further
transforms the received pseudonym into its encrypted form
PA
i and operates on it (pseudonymization is explained in

Section 5.4 in detail). The customer in turn gets the neces-
sary credentials from TTP to start using the system, namely:
a TA public key k+

ta, a key pair corresponding to the sub-
scription group (e.g. a monthly or yearly pass), (k+

gr, k
−
gr),

as well as the specifically created customer pseudonym PT
i

(together with its TA-form PA
i ). A subscription group key

can be constructed in accordance with the concept of group
signatures, see [17, 5], for example. Another more straight-
forward and sometimes more efficient approach is to use a
conventional key pair (e.g. RSA) for each ticket group. The
received key pair is signed by the TA and can be viewed as
a kind of a digital certificate.

Using The System
On entering the public transportation system, a user per-
forms check-in at the entrance terminal. This involves three
stages: (1) secure session establishment, (2) mutual au-
thentication, and (3) blacklist check (see Figure 3). The
secure session can be established either using an algorithm
defined by the e-ticketing application itself (e.g., through
the application-defined Diffie-Hellman key agreement) or al-
ternatively by leveraging the standard techniques defined in
ISO 7816-4 [14] or in NFC-SEC-01 [7]. Note that depending
on the way the secure session has been established during
the first stage, additional binding of the exchanged keying
material (e.g., DH ephemeral keys) to the corresponding
certificates may be required to prevent man-in-the-middle
attacks. It has to be mentioned, however, that due to the
physical properties of communication between terminals and
e-tickets, man-in-the-middle attack (in contrast to the relay
attack) is extremely unlikely in practice [11]. The subse-
quent communication between an e-ticket and a terminal
is, therefore, secured against an observing attacker. After-
wards, mutual authentication between an e-ticket and a ter-
minal is performed as follows. The terminal has its unique
public key k+

T signed by the back-end. The e-ticket uses its
group key pair (k+

gr, k
−
gr) which is as well signed by the back-

end. Mutual authentication is then essentially performed ac-
cording to the certificate-based challenge-response. Lastly,
the terminal (locally) checks if the credentials of the current
e-ticket have not been revoked by consulting the blacklist
(see BL Check in Figure 3). This is performed in a privacy-
preserving way (in contrast to the majority of conventional
systems, see Section 3). That is, each e-ticket stays anony-
mous and untraceable against the terminal as long as it has
not been included into a terminal-side black list (similarly to
the notion of conditional anonymity defined in [3]). On suc-
cessful check, the terminal creates the so-called travel record
(TR) corresponding to the current check-in/out event. It
usually contains a timestamp, location, and other pieces
of information pertaining to the e-ticket (e.g., its session
pseudonym, see Section 5.4). A set of travel records main-
tained by each terminal, TR, is regularly sent to the back-
end system (BE) via the backbone network (see Send TR
in Figure 3) where they are processed for billing purposes
(Figure 3, Billing). Terminal-side blacklists are regularly
updated as well. The frequency of such updates is mainly



determined by the connection type between terminals and
the back-end (e.g., nightly updates as considered in [1] or
more frequent updates if the connection allows).

5.4 A Privacy-Preserving Path Reconstruction
As it was already mentioned in Section 5.2, our framework

essentially consists of three building blocks (see Figure 2).
In this section, a privacy-preserving path reconstruction re-
quired for fine-granular billing is going to be discussed. The
following challenges should be considered in this case. On
the one hand, the supported fare schemes which are ap-
plied during the billing phase need to be flexible and exten-
sible. That is, they should not be hard-tailored to a specific
fare collection approach let alone to the privacy-preserving
mechanisms in use (as it was done, for example, in [13]).
Moreover, it should be possible to combine the rides to is-
sue discounts (consider the example of a ”short ride” ticket
up to 4 stations). On the other hand, the process of fare
calculation and subsequent billing must be carried out in
a privacy-preserving way, that is without directly identi-
fying the customer and leaking information about his/her
travel habits. The aforementioned issues introduce a se-
vere contradiction between fare scheme flexibility and user
privacy (in terms of individual traceability). In case of a
relatively simple fare scheme where the price for a ride be-
tween each two stations (that is, between two successive
check-in/check-out events) can be represented in form of a
fare matrix, it is already possible to implement billing with
decent privacy properties, see [16], for example. However,
using such matrix-based approach entails considerable dis-
advantages, namely (1) billing inefficiency (in case of [16],
cubic complexity in the number of travel records processed),
and (2) billing inflexibility, e.g., inability to combine (i.e.,
to link) several rides to issue a discount, etc. Therefore,
in our framework an approach based on pseudonymisation
is chosen. More specifically, a reasonable trade-off is con-
sidered, namely whereas check-in/out events are completely
unlinkable and untraceable in the front-end, the back-end is
able to correlate different rides to a single pseudonym and
to subsequently apply the deployed fare scheme for billing.
The back-end still does not gain any information about the
underlying user identity, which is managed by the trusted
third party in our framework. The employed pseudonymi-
sation scheme functions as follows.

During the initialization phase, a static pseudonym PT
i

is created by TTP for each e-ticket ID. The mapping1 be-
tween PT

i and the respective e-ticket ID is kept secret at the
TTP side. PT

i is then sent to TA to be included into the
TA’s pseudonym set PT . TA, therefore, is only operating
on pseudonyms and stays unaware of the underlying e-ticket
ID. In order to further separate the processes of end user
billing (performed by TTP) and TA-internal processes in-
cluding bill calculation, PT

i is transformed into a TA-specific

pseudonym: PA
i

trans←−−−− PT
i (the notations are summarized

in Table 1). This transformation is performed in such a
way, that a TTP even having gained access to several records
containing TA-specific pseudonyms, would neither be able to
(1) restore the underlying PT

i (2) nor to distinguish between
records pertaining to different e-tickets. Such properties are

1One of the ways to implement such mapping is to prob-
abilistically encrypt the e-ticket ID (for semantic security)
with the private key of TTP and to keep the latter secret.

Table 1: Pseudonymisation: notation used.

Notation Meaning

PT
i a static pseudonym created by TTP;

PA
i a static pseudonym created by TTP from PT

i ;

SPj a session pseudonym (randomized PA
i ).

required to further enforce the ”separation of concerns” be-
tween TTP and TA, namely to make sure that TTP does
not gain additional information (it does not require to op-
erate) concerning the history of rides. The transformation
can be carried out as follows: PA

i = E
k+
ta

(PT
i , si), where

E
k+
ta

denotes encryption under the TA public key and si is

a random value (salt). In order to be able to restore PT
i ,

the encrypted salt value is stored together with PA
i in the

back-end: PT
i 7→

(
PA
i , Ek+

ta
(si)

)
.

In order to prevent terminals from tracking e-tickets (cov-
ering attacker type 2, see Section 4), a session pseudonym
SPj is created at the e-ticket side on each interaction with
a terminal:

SPj = E
k+
ta

(
PA
i · rj

)
, (1)

where rj is nonce number generated by the e-ticket. Since
a terminal is not in the possession of a TA’s decryption key
(k−

ta), it is infeasible for it to tell if two session pseudonyms
obtained from different check-in/out events pertain to the
same e-ticket or not. Neither can the terminal gain any
knowledge from interaction with an e-ticket about the static
pseudonym (PA

i ) of the latter. Thus, for each particular e-
ticket, travel records created by terminals on check-it/out
contain different session pseudonyms SPj (depicted at the
bottom of Figure 3). In order to enable bill calculation in the
back-end part of the system, the pseudonym singulation step
is required to correlate different session pseudonyms {SPj}
with the respective static one PA

i using the private key of TA
k−
ta. Afterwards the billing process is carried out on static

pseudonyms
{
PA
i

}
which are finally decrypted to the initial

TTP pseudonyms
{
PT
i

}
. The result of the billing step is

a set of tuples
(
bill, PT

i

)
which is regularly (e.g., monthly)

send to TTP for end user billing.

5.5 Privacy-preserving Local Revocation
Enabling privacy-preserving revocation of blacklisted e-

tickets at the terminal side in such a way that valid e-tickets
stay completely anonymous (and untraceable) against the
terminal is quite a challenging task. One of the possible
solutions would be to utilize the concept of cryptographic
accumulators, see [4]. In this case, instead of checking if the
current e-ticket has been blacklisted, it is proved (in zero-
knowledge) that a certain commited value securely stored
at the e-ticket side, has been included into the terminal-
side whitelist, or an accumulator. Revocation then is es-
sentially removing the specific value from the accumulator
and recalculating it anew. The new accumulator must be
redistributed to all terminals in the system, similarly to the
blacklist. An important caveat is, however, that along with
the terminal-side accumulators, the e-ticket credentials must
be updated as well on each revocation (for the proof of mem-
bership to function properly). This requirement renders it
highly impractical to apply the cryptographic accumulator
concept to the public transportation scenario where e-tickets



are for the most time offline. Even in case the updated ac-
cumulator value were dynamically delivered to a user de-
vice during check-in/check-out, recalculating the credentials
(which have to be performed on the fly) would introduce an
additional computational overhead and hence add a costly
time delay to the handling of time critical check-in/check-
out events. Another solution to the problem of privacy-
preserving revocation could be the concept of ”anonymous
blacklists”. An example of this approach is an anonymous
blacklisting scheme called ”Nymble” [15]. In this system, the
multi-party concept is used to protect user privacy, namely
along with the service provider and users there are two ad-
ditional trusted parties: the so-called pseudonym manager
and the nymble manager. In order to obtain an anonymous
credential (consisting of ”nymbles”) for using the service, a
user has to (1) contact the pseudonym manager at first to
request a pseudonym which is (2) subsequently presented
to the nymble manager who issues the so-called ”nymbles”
to the user. Nymbles are essentially one-time credentials
empowering the user to get the service. This approach is,
however, hardly applicable to the target scenario of pub-
lic transportation. Firstly, additional interaction must be
carried out by each user device (an e-ticket) on a regular
basis to obtain credentials (which are the basis for black-
list check) from the respective trusted parties. In [15], it
is recommended that new credentials are obtained every 24
hours. This may introduce additional nuisance for the users
who would have to carry out the update procedure on such a
regular basis (especially if an additional piece of equipment
like RFID/NFC reader is required for this). Secondly, using
one-time credentials requires some kind of a global register
to keep track of the already used credentials in order to pre-
vent double spending, etc. This is prohibitive considering
a highly decentralized system architecture employing offline
terminal-side validation. Thirdly, in order to get a creden-
tial, an anonymous connection must be established from a
user device to the nymble manager. The implementation of
such anonymous channel is far from straightforward espe-
cially in case of a smart card or a smart phone as a user
device. Lastly, the user device must possess the clock to
chose the right credential which is associated with the cur-
rent time epoch. In case of a passive smart cards as a user
device, this could be especially difficult.

Therefore, we resort to a custom and relatively simple yet
privacy-preserving blacklisting scheme. It is based on (inher-
ently) homomorphic properties of the underlying encryption
scheme in use. More specifically, the following property is
exploited:

E(x · r) = E(x)r, (2)
where for clarity and conciseness x represents the TA-side
pseudonym PA

i (see Table 1), r is a nonce value as given in
equation (1). Therefore, E(x · r) corresponds to the session
pseudonym SPj . The notations used in this section together
with the respective associations are summarized in Table 2.

The terminal-side blacklist (BL) contains a set of black-
listed static pseudonyms {y : y ∈ BL} , which are checked
against during the e-ticket verification procedure. After mu-
tual authentication (see Section 5.6), an e-ticket presents its
Session Pseudonym E

k+
ta

(x · r) to a terminal along with the

encrypted nonce value E
k+
ta

(r) used for masking. Session

pseudonym and the encrypted nonce form the so-called Ses-
sion Pseudonym Tuple (SP tuple):

SPT ←
(
E

k+
ta

(x · r), E
k+
ta

(r)
)
.

Table 2: Blacklist check: notations used.

Notation Meaning/Association

x an e-ticket static pseudonym, PA
i ;

y a blacklisted x;

BL : {y} a blacklist (a set of y);

r a random nonce;

E (x · r) a session pseudonym, SPj ;(
E(x · r), E(r)

)
a session pseudonym tuple (SPT ).

Having obtained this tuple, the terminal can use the homo-
morphic property (2) to perform blacklist check. For this,
it creates an auxiliary temporary check set C and computes
its elements as follows:

∀y ∈ BL,E
k+
ta

(r) ∈ SPT : c← E
k+
ta

(r)y. (3)

Then a terminal pairwise compares the computed c elements
with the delivered Session Pseudonym:

c
?
= E

k+
ta

(x · r) ∀c ∈ C. (4)

If a match is found, the e-ticket is in the Blacklist set BL
and must be rejected.

Therefore, due to the randomized nature of session pseudo-
nyms, terminals are prevented from tracking valid e-tickets.
Should an e-ticket be on the blacklist, however, the algo-
rithm would find a match (see equation (4)) and the user
would be prohibited from entering the public transportation
network.

In order to boost the performance of the black list check-
ing procedure, an e-ticket can additionally deliver its k -
anonymous identifier [23] (signed by the transport authority)
to a terminal after mutual authentication substantially low-
ering the search time over the respectively partitioned black
list.

Choosing an Appropriate Encryption
As an example of an encryption function possessing the
homomorphic property (2), the scheme based on the in-
tractability of the Discrete Logarithm Problem2 (DLP) can
be used. Thus, ∀x ∈ Gq : Gq ⊂ Z∗

p (with p, q being large
primes, q|p − 1) the encryption can be written as E(x) =
gx (mod p). A session pseudonym (see equation (1)), there-
fore, can be expressed as:

SPj ← gx·rj (mod p), (5)

where x is an e-ticket pseudonym, rj is a session nonce gen-
erated to mask x; rj , x ∈ Gq.

The homomorphic property (2) can then be expressed as
follows:

E(x · r) = g(x·r)

=
(
gx

)r
= E(x)r.

(mod p)

In order to enable efficient singulation (correlating different
session pseudonyms SPj to a single static one PA

i , see Sec-
tion 5.4), a trapdoor due to Okamoto-Uchiyama [19] can be
used. That is, knowing the factorization of the prime p, the
discrete logarithm can be efficiently computed. The choice

2DLP follows from the hardness to extract x out of gx in Z∗
p

(see, for example, [9]).
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Figure 3: A Privacy-preserving Framework. TR –
Travel Record; BL – Blacklist; SC – Secure Channel.

of the underlying encryption scheme is not limited to the
one presented above. In principle, any other (determinis-
tic3) encryption function with homomorphic properties (2)
can be used.

5.6 Privacy-preserving Mutual Authentication
Mutual authentication between an e-ticket and a terminal

(during check-in/out events) is required for a number of rea-
sons: (1) to ensure that an e-ticket can be queried only by a
legitimate terminal (privacy), (2) a terminal should process
the events triggered only by the legitimate e-tickets (cor-
rectness and integrity), and (3) man-in-the-middle attacks
must be prevented (even though such kind of attack is con-
sidered to be inapplicable to NFC in practice, see [11]). For
the current e-ticketing scenario, the fundamental challenge
is essentially bootstrapping authentication process without
a terminal being able to (1) distinguish between e-tickets,
let alone (2) to identify them. Moreover, mutual authentica-
tion should not prohibit path recovery in the back-end, see
Section 5.2. We suggest that such kind of mutual authen-
tication is implemented using a specialized certificate-based
approach. That is, a terminal provides its unique certificate,
which is in turn signed by the transport authority (TA).
An e-ticket can issue signatures as well using another cer-
tificate signed by TA. Unlike the terminal’s signature, the
one of an e-ticket solely proves that the latter belongs to a
valid ticket group (e.g., a monthly or a yearly ticket, possi-
bly with certain attributes like a student or an elderly) and
does not reveal any identifiable information on each partic-
ular e-ticket. This can be done, for example, by using the
concept of group signatures, see [17, 5]. The aforementioned
challenge of bootstrapping the authentication process, there-
fore, can be solved by essentially checking the respective
certificate chain. Unlike the conventional certificate-based
authentication, the e-ticket can not be traced and uniquely
identified due to its group signature.

6. EVALUATION
6.1 Concept Evaluation

The proposed privacy-preserving framework satisfies the
requirements presented in Section 2 under the assumed at-
tacker model (Section 4). Namely, observing outsiders and
terminals can not identify and track (valid) e-tickets which
corresponds to requirements 1.1, 1.3 (privacy against ter-
minals and external observers, see Section 4). Back-end
can correlate different travel records pertaining to a certain

3In case of probabilistic encryption, the randomization fac-
tor must be additionally delivered to the terminal for black-
list check.

static pseudonym but is not able to identify an e-ticket (re-
quirement 1.3 ). By design our system inherently allows for
fine-granular billing (requirement 2 ). To protect customer
privacy, the billing procedure is distributed between the two
non-colluding parties: the back-end (under control of TA)
and the external TTP. Due to the loose-coupling between
the back-end and terminals, the e-ticket validation can be
performed locally at the terminal side thus satisfying re-
quirement 3. Furthermore, sensitive pieces of information
pertaining to the valid e-tickets are not known to terminals
which further enhances the privacy-friendliness of the system
(especially in case one of the terminals gets compromised).

6.2 Practical Evaluation
In order to evaluate the most time-critical part of the

system – check-in/check-out events handling – a respec-
tive front-end prototype of an e-ticketing system was cre-
ated which consists of: (1) a user device (in form of an
NFC-capable smart phone), (2) an NFC-reader, and (3) a
terminal. More specifically, we implemented an e-ticketing
app on Samsung Galaxy Nexus GT-I9250 smart phone.
The terminal was represented by Raspberry Pi Model B
(256MB RAM) connected via SPI (serial peripheral inter-
face) to PN532 Breakout Board acting as the NFC front-end.
The terminal was controlled by a commodity computer Dell
Vostro 3700 with Intel Core i5 M 460 (2,53GHz), 8 GB RAM
running Gentoo Linux, Kernel 3.14.4, where all terminal-side
computations have been performed. In our implementation,
Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange (2048 bit modulo length)
was used to establish a secure channel between an e-ticket
and a terminal (see Figure 3). The further communication
was secured with the exchanged AES 256-bit key (AES in Ci-
pher Block Chaining (CBC) mode). For mutual authentica-
tion (see Figure 3), RSA-based certificates (key length 2048
bits) were used with terminals possessing unique certificates
and e-tickets sharing group certificates corresponding to a
particular subscription group (e.g. students, etc.). The size
of blacklists was varied from 100 to 10000 elements. The per-
formance was assessed by measuring the total execution time
required to serve a single check-in/check-out event (exclud-
ing the delay introduced by the underlying NFC channel),
see Figure 4. The area corresponding to the acceptable cus-
tomer experience in terms of the maximum execution time of
2 sec (see requirement 4 in Section 2) is respectively marked
in Figure 4 (see point A). The performance can be further
boosted by partitioning blacklists into groups with k ele-
ments each, where k is an optimally chosen value. That is,
k corresponds to the additional group identifier (e.g., in k-
anonymity fashion) and therefore must be relatively large.
At the same time, it must still allow for an acceptable execu-
tion time (for the most part influenced by blacklist check).
As Figure 4 suggests, kopt could be equal to 1000 in our
particular setting (see point B).

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, privacy protection in the area of intelligent

transportation systems based on e-ticketing (ITSE) was ad-
dressed. The shortcomings of the existing real-world systems
and academic solutions have been shortly discussed. Then,
our own solution was presented which allows for loosely-
coupled architecture (for local e-ticket validation) and in-
herently supports fine-granular billing. The proposed frame-
work was assessed against the four major requirements dis-
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Figure 4: Execution time vs. blacklist size.

cussed at the beginning of the paper. The practical evalua-
tion was presented as well.

As future work, the following issues are going to be ad-
dressed: (1) exploring more advanced cryptographic tech-
niques preventing a malicious e-ticket (that is, an e-ticket
not adhering to the protocol) from cheating during the
blacklist check, (2) finding more efficient ways to perform
a privacy-preserving, offline blacklist check, and (3) adding
the evaluation on a smart card platform.
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